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Gendered silences, gendered memories
New memory work on Islamized Armenians in Turkey
The case of Islamized Armenian survivors of the 1915 genocide and the narratives
of their "Muslim" grandchildren pose significant challenges to Turkish national
self−understanding and the official politics of genocide denial, writes Ayse Gül
Altinay.
Since 2004, at least 17 books (across the genres of memoir, fiction, oral
history, history, and historiography) have been published in the Turkish
language on the Islamized Armenian survivors of the 1915 genocide and the
(post)memories of their "Muslim" grandchildren. This emerging body of
memory work poses significant challenges to Turkish national
self−understanding, the official politics of genocide denial as well as to the
growing scholarship on 1915. It also calls for a critical analysis of the nine
decades of silence on Islamized Armenians in all historiographies. This article
aims to discuss the need for a feminist perspective to make sense of both this
silence and the recent process of unsilencing.
Armenian mother and her children fleeing persecution Photo: United States Library of
Congress, Prints and Photographs Division. Source: Wikimedia
In what follows, I first provide a brief overview of the emerging literature on
the predicament of the Ottoman Armenians who survived the 1915 genocide
through (forced) Islamicization and the (post)memories of their grandchildren.
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Since the main concern of this article is the major historical silence that this
new memory literature has unravelled rather than the literature itself, I will
confine myself to a general overview except for a brief discussion of the
groundbreaking memoir Anneannem ("My grandmother"). In the second
section, I examine the making of the historical silence on Islamized Armenians
and how nationalist and post−nationalist scholarship on 1915 has approached
this group of survivors. In the third section, I analyse the gendered aspects of
both the predicament of Islamized Armenians and their historical silencing in
society and scholarship. In my concluding remarks, I argue for the need to
work at the intersections of gender studies and post−nationalist genocide
studies in order to develop a nuanced understanding of the historical
(un)silencing of Islamized Armenians.
The "discovery" of Armenian grandmothers and grandfathers
"How can our albums and archives gesture toward what has been lost and
forgotten, toward the many lives that remain obscured, unknown and
unthought?" asks Marianne Hirsch in her latest book on postmemory.1 In the
past decade, a number of creative responses to this question have surfaced in
Turkey with regard to the "obscured, unknown and unthought" lives of
Ottoman Armenians who survived the massacres and death marches of 1915
by converting to Islam and taking on Turkish, Kurdish, or Arabic names.
Although it is impossible to know the exact figures, the estimates of those who
survived the 1915 genocide through conversion to Islam are around 200,000.2
If this figure is accurate, it would imply that several million Muslims in Turkey
today are in some way affiliated (as children, grandchildren, nieces, nephews,
in−laws etc.) with converted Armenian survivors. Yet, sheer numbers are not
enough to disturb deep nationalist silences. Before discussing the historical
dynamics behind these lives becoming "obscured, unknown and unthought", I
would like to provide an overview of the ongoing moment of uncovering,
getting to know, and making intelligible.
I have argued elsewhere that 2005 was a turning point in the debate on 1915 in
at least two ways. Firstly, for the first time in Republican history, a national
public debate, with genuinely different perspectives, on 1915 and the fate of
Ottoman Armenians emerged. Secondly, it became recognised that a
significant number of Armenians had survived the massacres and death
marches of 1915 by converting to Islam.3 As Armenians in Armenia and across
the diaspora were organizing events commemorating the ninetieth anniversary
of the genocide, a small group of academics in Turkey prepared to host the first
critical academic conference on 1915. After much public controversy, the
conference was finally held in September 2005 at Istanbul Bilgi University.
Although its full title was "Ottoman Armenians during the Demise of the
Empire: Responsible Scholarship and Issues of Democracy", the conference
was referred to as the Genocide Conference in the mainstream media.4 A key
panel, titled "Tales of Tragedy and Escape", included Fethiye Çetin, a human
rights lawyer whose book Anneannem had become a bestseller in the previous
year, and Irfan Palali, a surgeon who had recently published a novel titled
Tehcir Çocuklari: Nenem bir Ermeniymis ("The children of Tehcir: My
grandmother turned out to be an Armenian") based on his Armenian
grandmother's story.5 Both grandmothers had survived the catastrophe of 1915
as children aged eight or nine. They were adopted by Muslim families, were
given Turkish names, and "passed" as Muslims for the rest of their lives.6
By the time the conference panel took place, drawing a large and engaged
audience, Fethiye Çetin's memoir Anneannem had already raised significant
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public interest going through five editions in its first six months. As of August
2013, it is in its tenth edition and continues to be read and discussed widely,
not only in Turkey, but also internationally through its translations into Arabic,
Western Armenian, Eastern Armenian, Bulgarian, Dutch, English, German,
Greek, French, Italian, and Polish.
The book starts with the grandmother's funeral. We read how Fethiye Çetin
bursts out when her grandmother's parents are named as Hüseyin and Esma:
"But that's not true! Her mother's name wasn't Esma; it was Isguhi! And her
father wasn't Hüseyin, but Hovannes!"7 Hence, at the outset, we are confronted
with the first public outburst of a grandchild against the "obscuring" of the
Armenian names of her beloved grandmother and her parents. The moment of
death marks the beginning of the process of reckoning with a violent past and
its ongoing effects.
The book moves between three intersecting storylines. The first is the narrative
of Heranush/Seher, as conveyed by her granddaughter, on Armenian life in the
village of Habab before 1915, on the death march of 1915, and on Heranush's
journey to becoming Seher first as the adopted daughter of an Ottoman
corporal and then as the wife of a Muslim man from the neighbouring town of
Maden with whom she has five children. The second storyline is that of the
author telling us about her grandmother's life and relations with different
members of the family. The third storyline is Fethiye Çetin's own struggle with
the story of her grandmother, her unsuccessful efforts to establish a
relationship with her grandmother's Armenian family in the US while
Heranush/Seher is alive, her protest at the funeral, and finally, her trip to New
Jersey to visit the graves of her grandmother's parents and to meet the
American members of the Gadarian family. The last photograph, which is also
on the cover of the book, portrays the graves of Ovannes and Esquhe Gadarian
with the pink roses brought to them by Fethiye Çetin, who asked for their
"forgiveness" when she placed the roses at their graves.
Çetin's story would inspire others to "ask for forgiveness" as well. A columnist
in a popular daily, Milliyet, for instance, wrote an essay in 2006 titled "I
apologize!" extending an apology for what had happened to Armenians in
1915 after having read Anneannem: "stories can do what large numbers or
convoluted concepts cannot do [...]. Concepts are cold, stories can touch you
inside."8 My own presentation at the critical conference on Ottoman
Armenians in 2005 discussed Anneannem as a powerful example of what
Hannah Arendt had called "critical storytelling", a kind of storytelling that (in
Lisa Disch's terms) "serves not to settle questions but to unsettle them and to
inspire spontaneous critical thinking in its audience"9 and becomes a powerful
tool in confronting totalitarian narratives.
For Fethiye Çetin, the critical storytelling that materialized in the book has a
long and troubled personal history. Fethiye remembers her years in military
prison after the 1980 coup d'etat where she faced weeklong torture, daily
beatings and solitary confinement because she would not reveal anyone else's
name of her leftist organization or because she refused to partake in the
militarist rituals of prison life. And yet, she says, "when I was telling my
friends in prison about my grandmother, I would speak in a whisper."10 For
years, a "socialist revolution" was more imaginable to her than a public sharing
of her grandmother's story of survival. Marianne Hirsch's generative concept of
"postmemory" tackles the relationship that "the generation after" has with "the
personal, collective, and cultural trauma of those who came before −− to
experiences they "remember" only by means of the stories, images, and
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behaviors among which they grew up. But these experiences were transmitted
to them so deeply and affectively as to seem to constitute memories in their
own right."11 In the case of Fethiye Çetin, the fears, anxieties, and careful
silences that shaped the stories of her grandmother had obviously left deep
marks on the postmemories of the "revolutionary" granddaughter. The
transformation of these postmemories into publicly shared stories would take
almost thirty years, culminating in the publication of Anneannem in November
2004, only months before the ninetieth anniversary of 1915.
As I have noted earlier, 2005 marked a turning point in the Turkish public
debate on 1915. Since 2005, the stories of Islamized Armenian survivors have
become publicly visible through memoirs, novels, documentary films, theatre
plays12 as well as historical and anthropological research.13 With at least 17
books published on Islamized Armenians, we can consider it as a "moment of
public discovery" regarding the presence and cultural legacy of Islamized
Armenians. Using Marianne Hirsch's terminology, we can also conceptualize it
as a moment of "postmemory" when second and third generation family
members use a variety of different forms to express their (post)memories,
challenging the historical silence on Islamized Armenians through an affective
engagement with their own family "albums and archives".
In November 2013, the Hrant Dink Foundation will be hosting an international
conference on Islamized Armenians in Istanbul, the first major conference to
be held on this topic anywhere in the world.14 In the meantime, Anneannem
has been translated into eleven languages, our co−authored book Torunlar
("Grandchildren") into three languages,15 several books on Islamized
Armenians have been published in Armenian, English, and French by
Armenian and international researchers, and others seem to be on their way.
This new wave of cultural and academic production on Islamized Armenians
raises questions about the absence of this particular group of survivors in the
scholarly and popular histories of 1915 for almost nine decades. This absence
not only marks Turkish scholarship and public debates, but international
(including Armenian) academic and popular histories of 1915 as well. In other
words, the stories of Islamized Armenian survivors of the genocide of Ottoman
Armenians in 1915 have been silenced by all historiographies, either in the
form of complete erasure or of serious trivialization.16 In what follows, I will
focus briefly on how Turkish nationalist −− as well as the recent
post−nationalist −− historiography has approached the issue of Islamized
Armenians. I will then discuss the making of a historical (and
historiographical) silence.
Where are Islamized Armenians in Turkish nationalist and
post−nationalist historiography?
Anthropologist Michel−Rolph Trouillot, who analyses the silencing of the
Haiti Revolution, suggests that there are four moments when silences enter the
process of historical production: "the moment of fact creation (the making of
sources); the moment of fact assembly (the making of archives); the moment
of fact retrieval (the making of narratives); and the moment of retrospective
significance (the making of history in the final instance)."17 He also identifies
two formulas for silencing: formulas of erasure and formulas of banalization
(or trivialization).18 Using Trouillot's terminology, it can be argued that in the
making of sources, archives and early narratives of 1915 in Ottoman−Turkish
sources, neither the Armenian massacres of 1915 nor the survival of women
and children through Islamization were silenced in the form of total erasure
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(although they are at times banalized and legitimized). Yet silence as erasure
did occur in the moment of "retrospective significance", that is in the making
of history in the final instance.
In her analysis of how Ottoman and Turkish historiography describes what
happened to Ottoman Armenians in 1915, Müge Göçek identifies three
historical periods marked by distinct narratives: the Ottoman Investigative
Narrative (1910s), the Republican Defensive Narrative (1953 onwards), and
the Post−Nationalist Critical Narrative (1990s onwards).19 Written around the
time of the events of 1915, works that Göçek classifies as the Ottoman
Investigative Narrative are based on a recognition of the Armenian
"massacres". According to Göçek, "the central tension in the Ottoman
investigative narrative regarding the Armenian deaths and massacres in 1915 is
over the attribution of responsibility for the crimes"20 rather than their
existence. Recent studies on the various texts of this period (1915−−1920) −−
from the memoirs of Cemal Pasha and Halide Edib to Ottoman newspapers,
magazines, and archival records −− suggest that one can also find a wide range
of narratives on the different fates of Armenian women and children during the
deportations.21 These narratives point to the survival of significant numbers of
women and children through Islamization and adoption into Muslim families.22
After the establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1923, both the Armenian
massacres and the fate of the Islamized women and children became "a page of
human history that is best forgotten."23 This strategic "forgetting", which
characterizes the national curriculum from primary school to university, is
accompanied by the development of what Müge Göçek has called the
"Republican Defensive Narrative". After the 1950s, and more intensely after
the Armenian armed group ASALA's (Armenian Secret Army for the
Liberation of Armenia) deadly attacks against Turkish diplomats and
institutions in Europe and North America in the 1970s, a limited number of
books (written mostly by diplomats) appeared that challenged the emerging
claims of "genocide". In this body of work, the size of the Armenian
population before the war and the numbers of casualties during the war were
minimized, wartime Muslim losses were emphasized, "massacring" of
Armenians was denied, and the main responsibility for the tehcir (translated as
relocation or deportation in some text sources) was placed on the Armenians
themselves and on the Great Powers by representing the Ottoman
state/Muslims/Turks as "victims" rather than perpetrators.
One of the deep silences of the Republican Defensive Narrative is the silence
over Islamized Armenian survivors. Not only does their existence remain
unmentioned in canonical works, this particular group of survivors is also
treated as a non−entity in the "number−crunching" regarding the total
Armenian population and casualties, which is central to this narrative. In other
words, they are not only "obscured", but also "unthought" and, indeed,
"unthinkable". For instance, one of the key texts of Turkey's official narrative
of 1915, Kamuran Gürün's 1983 book Ermeni Dosyasi ("The Armenian
file"),24 includes several telegrams sent from the Ministry of the Interior to
various provinces claiming that "the Government particularly emphasized the
protection of life and property, and continually gave instructions for necessary
measures to be taken."25 Gürün also cites telegrams conveying government
orders for Armenian orphans to be adopted by Muslim families, but they are
listed merely as "evidence" for his general claim about the "protection of life
and property" by the Ottoman government.26 Nevertheless, these references
make it clear that Gürün is aware of the conversion and adoption of Armenian
children. In fact, he seems to generalize from these specific telegrams and
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presents such conversions and adoptions as a measure for "the protection of
life". Yet, how does he account for this "life" when it comes to his
"computations" of losses? Although Gürün never mentions Islamized
Armenians in his "computations" (his terminology), the only category where
they would fit seems to be among the "dead".27 In other words, Armenian
converts and adoptees are not regarded by Gürün (or by others contributing to
Turkish nationalist historiography who have used Gürün as their main source)
as "survivors" of the tehcir.
The first book in Turkish nationalist historiography that focuses specifically on
Islamized Armenian survivors is a detailed 300−page study by historian
Ibrahim Ethem Atnur.28 In line with mainstream nationalist historiography,
Atnur regards tehcir as a legitimate measure in response to the rebellious acts
by Armenian subjects of the Ottoman Empire. Throughout the book, Atnur
recognizes the great suffering of Armenian women and children, who "despite
their innocence, constituted the main body of victims."29 Yet he blames
Armenian nationalists, the Western powers, who aided their aim of
establishing "Great Armenia", and American Protestant missionaries for their
suffering. Atnur seeks to demonstrate the Ottoman government's "resolve to
administer and implement the relocations in humane fashion",30 although he
repeatedly notes the practical difficulties of realizing this aim in conditions of
war. Interestingly, Atnur also recognizes the occasional acts of "sexual
violation" targeting young girls and women, but emphasizes the "immediate
interventions" of the Ministry of the Interior when such incidences occured.
A central concern for Atnur is the question of whether acts of conversion (by
women and children alike) constitute an effort to assimilate. His answer is a
cautious no. Large sections of Atnur's book are dedicated to post−war efforts
by the Armenian church, missionaries, foreign consuls, and, in particular, by
the Near East Relief to "gather" Armenian girls, women, and children from
orphanages and Muslim homes. In the case of children, he discusses the
government's strict orders to give Armenian children to their families,
relatives, the Armenian community or missionaries, and describes the diligent
(even aggressive) efforts of Armenians and missionaries to retrieve the
children. His conclusion is that the Near East Relief had taken "a great
majority" of the Armenian orphans out of the country by the end of 1922.31
In the case of women, the story is quite different. According to Atnur, women
who married Muslim men "mostly" stayed with their husbands instead of
reclaiming Armenian lives for several reasons: "because they loved their
husbands, because they had children, because they feared the break−up of their
families, and because of their anxieties about how they would be received by
their own communities."32 In this discussion Atnur ignores the issue of
"forcefully married" women claiming that they had already left these marriages
during the Armistice. He also acknowledges the possibility that "under the
conditions of the time" some women may not have been able to leave their
husbands despite wanting to do so.33
What became of these women who stayed behind with their Muslim husbands?
What about the children who remained with their adopted families? Atnur
leaves these questions virtually unexamined. His historical account ends with
Armenian orphans leaving the country with Near East Relief and other
missionaries in 1922 and 1923, together with large portions of the remaining
Armenian population. There are no references throughout the entire book to
the emerging memory literature, apart from a footnote in which he politically
distances himself from the authors of these works and cautions against
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"propaganda in between the lines".34
The "propaganda" Atnur refers to in this text is presumably the politics of
genocide recognition, which he overtly opposes in his book. While elaborating
on the suffering of "women and children as innocent victims", Atnur builds his
main argument around the claim that the Ottoman state did not employ a
systematic policy of assimilation −− in fact, that it took painstaking measures
to prevent such assimilation. Atnur's "defence" is clearly addressing the UN
definition of such policies as part of genocide, since Article 2 of the UN
Convention of Genocide refers to forcibly transferring children of one group to
another group as a genocidal act. This is a clear example of the ways in which
the issue of Islamized Armenians causes nationalist anxieties vis−à−vis the
politics of genocide recognition.
In short, within the mainstream (nationalist) Turkish historiography since the
early years of the Republic, Armenian converts and adoptees have been either
erased from the historical record altogether or treated as examples of Ottoman
government efforts to "protect life". In the "computations" regarding the
remaining Armenian population after the tehcir, the only category reserved for
them (indirectly) has been among the "dead".35
How has this silence been challenged by post−nationalist critical scholarship in
recent years? Müge Göçek identifies the 1990s as a period when the
"post−nationalist critical narrative" on 1915 emerged in Turkish scholarship
and public debates.36 Ironically, the 1990s also mark the peak of a civil war
between Kurdish militants and the Turkish state that ended up claiming the
lives of at least 40,000 people between 1984 and 1999. Despite (or perhaps
given impetus by) the ongoing civil war, the 1990s and 2000s witnessed a
major transformation in Turkish society, politics, and scholarship whereby a
number of taboo issues (including militarism, conscientious objection,
religious, sectarian and ethnic exclusions, feminism, sexual orientation, and
sexual identity) became subjects of academic research, political activism and
public debate. In relation to the Armenian issue, the founding of Aras
Publishing House in 1993 (publishing Turkish and Armenian literature and
memoirs); the founding of the Turkish−Armenian weekly newspaper Agos
under the editorship of Hrant Dink in 1996; the publication of historian Taner
Akçam's critical books on the Armenian genocide (1992, 1999) as well as
other academic and (auto)biographical books by Armenian and international
scholars in the 1990s (by Belge Yayinlari and others); public statements made
by Turkish historians (especially by Halil Berktay) in daily newspapers and
weekly magazines starting in the 2000s; the appearance of Armenian
intellectuals (Hrant Dink in particular) in TV debates; and the first critical
conference on 1915 organized by three universities in 2005 −− all these aspects
contributed to the creation of alternative narratives of and a critical debate on
what happened to Ottoman Armenians in 1915 and beyond.
As I have discussed earlier, this critical debate has also included the converted
Armenians, particularly after the publication of Anneannem in 2004. The 17
books of literature, memoir and research that have been published since 2004
and their enthusiastic reception point to the growing public interest in this
issue. Yet, this interest is only recently being translated into historical and
anthropological/sociological research. In other words, in the case of Islamized
Armenians, it is fair to say that it has been memory work and literature that has
pushed the limits of the existing post−nationalist scholarship and paved the
way for a new research field.
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How can we understand the nine decades of silence on Islamized Armenians in
Turkish scholarship? First, the hegemonic nationalist narrative that constructs
the Turkish nation as a primordial, homogeneous entity defined through Sunni
Islam and an ethnicized (and at times racialized) understanding of Turkishness
must have played a key role in the silencing of Islamized Armenian survivors.
Until recently any mention of "other" identities has been regarded as a
"divisive threat" and the discussion of any difference from the
Turkish−Sunni−Muslim norm has been silenced in various ways. Against this
background, voicing Armenian heritage or affinity or conducting research on
this topic would have been considered risky. After all, Islamized Armenians
(and their offspring) threaten the homogeneity and ethnic identification of the
Turkish nation.
Second, this silence needs to be read as part of the general silence on the fate
of Ottoman Armenians in 1915. The public taboo around this issue has had its
impact in Turkish historiography and social science literature. Moreover, the
1980 coup d'etat and the subsequent changes in the Turkish higher education
system have put further restrictions on academic research on any politically
sensitive topic, including the fate of Ottoman Armenians.37
Third, with the advent of the concept of "genocide" in the latter part of the
twentieth century and of an international politics of genocide recognition,
reinforced by the violent attacks by ASALA in the 1970s, this issue became a
matter of "national security" and "defence". I have discussed elsewhere how
until recently the hegemonic framework of the Turkish debates on 1915 has
been shaped by a "war of theses" with two clearly distinguishable sides: the
Turkish thesis on the one hand and the Armenian thesis on the other. In this
war it is alleged that objectivity, true scholarship and scientific evidence are
the strength of the Turkish side (which basically claims that the events of 1915
do not constitute genocide) whereas the Armenian side (in this view
represented by the Armenian diaspora as the key player or the main "enemy")
lacks these qualities. The dichotomies such as honorable vs. disgraceful
nationhood, heroism vs. treason, friend vs. enemy, and victory vs. defeat are
commonplace in nationalist scholarly and popular literature that participates in
this "defence" of the nation, resulting in a fetishization and militarization of the
"nation".38 Islamized Armenians pose major challenges to this "war of theses".
Not only do Islamized Armenians blur the boundaries between the neatly
defined "Turkish" and the "Armenian side", but, as I have shown above, their
presence also creates anxieties in view of Article 2 of the Genocide
Convention which refers to forcibly transferring children of one group to
another group as a genocidal act.
For these reasons it is not surprising that the silence on Armenian grandparents
has been broken with the advance of what Göçek calls the "post−nationalist
critical narrative". Yet these reasons do not explain the relatively late and still
inadequate engagement with Islamized Armenians in the emerging
post−nationalist scholarship, particularly in historiography. If one reason for
this has been the silence on Islamized Armenians in the international genocide
literature,39 another reason, I argue, is the ongoing lack of a critical gender lens
in current post−nationalist scholarship. In the next section, I discuss the ways
in which both the experience of Islamized Armenians and their (post)memories
are deeply gendered and argue for the need to work at the intersections of
post−nationalist genocide studies and critical gender studies in order to
understand the gendered silencing and unsilencing of Islamized Armenians.
Gendering silences and (post)memories
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Both historically and presently in recent literature in Turkey, the issue of
Islamized Armenians has largely been about "women and children." Even a
cursory look at the titles of the emerging memory literature suggests an almost
exclusive emphasis on "grandmothers": Nenemin Masallari ("My
grandmother's tales"), Anneannem (My grandmother"), Nenem bir Ermeniymis
("My grandmother was Armenian"), Ermeni Kizi Agçik ("Agçik, the Armenian
girl"), Müslümanlastirilmis Ermeni Kadinlarin Drami ("The tragedy of
Islamized Armenian women"). We are yet to see memoir, fiction or academic
research that focus specifically on Islamized Armenian grandfathers or on
Islamized Armenian adult men.40
There are several important reasons for this that reflect the gendered nature of
the genocidal process and the patriarchal organization of Ottoman−Turkish
society. As Arlene Avakian observes:
The genocide was very clearly gendered. Men were killed, and
women and children were sent on forced marches. Women and
girls were raped and abducted, some were forced into
prostitution, both during the genocide and in its aftermath, as a
way to survive. These aspects of the genocide were recognized
by contemporary observers, but until very recently there has
been very little scholarly attention to this central feature of the
genocidal process.41
Some historians claim that Muslim families who adopted children in this
process preferred girls over boys and that boys who remembered their
Armenian families had the relative freedom of mobility to leave and search for
their families once they were old enough to travel on their own, whereas girls,
as soon as they reached puberty, were married off, and often became young
mothers.42 Yet, our joint research with Fethiye Çetin on second and third
generation family members showed that quite a few men, and in more
exceptional cases whole families or neighborhoods and villages, had become
Islamized in the early stages of the war and that many Muslim families tried
match−making between Islamized girls and boys when they reached puberty.
Hence, Islamized Armenian children from different families, often from
different villages and towns, would get married among themselves. In other
words, the absence of Islamized Armenian grandfathers in the emerging
literature cannot be explained solely by the gendered nature of the genocidal
process and its aftermath. One also needs to look at the gendered process of
transmission across generations, at the possible effects of patriarchal
inheritance practices, at the predominance of a patrilineal understanding of
descent as well as at the gendered construction of historiography and
scholarship in general.
From storytellers in families to authors of books, women come across as key
actors in the process of transmission. Even in those cases where men as
grandchildren have written memoirs or given interviews, it is mothers who
constitute the majority of second generation storytellers. And the stories these
mothers convey are often those of grandmothers rather than of grandfathers.
Among the 25 grandchildren whose stories we present in our book
"Grandchildren" only four are grandfather stories (despite the fact that they are
published anonymously) and only a couple of grandmother stories have been
told by fathers.43 In other words, in the first two generations women come
across as the predominant storytellers who share their own or their mothers'
stories of survival.
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Why has this been the case? Several of our research participants in the
Grandchildren project reflected on this peculiarity and highlighted the
gendered approach to descent in their communities. With patrilineality
providing the predominant framework for understanding descent across
Turkey, grandchildren with Armenian grandfathers might be finding it more
difficult to share their stories. Zerdüst, for instance, referred to the widespread
practice in his small town to call only those children with Armenian fathers
and mothers "Armenian", whereas others like him who had Armenian
grandmothers or mothers were regarded as Kurdish.44 Salih also mentioned the
use of "Armenian children" as a humiliating term especially during fights and
quarrels among children or teenagers, but only for those who were Armenian
from their father's side: "They never used it against me because my father's
side is not Armenian."45 Accordingly, Turkish kinship terminology
differentiates between maternal grandmother, anneanne, and paternal
grandmother, babaanne, and indeed, most published stories are about maternal
grandmothers. In other words, within the patrilineal understanding of descent
prevalent in most local communities across contemporary Turkey, having an
Armenian grandfather, father or even a paternal grandmother seems to
characterise a person as "more Armenian" than having an Armenian maternal
grandmother or mother. Consequently this leads to the silencing of stories of
survival and descent regarding Islamized Armenian grandfathers, fathers and
−− although perhaps to a lesser extent −− of paternal grandmothers.
A related issue is connected to material inheritance practices and fears of
economic marginalization: With men constituting the overwhelming majority
of property owners and women being a negligible minority in the labour force
and in professional life,46 particularly in the first two generations, men may
have felt that they −− and their families −− had more to lose if their Armenian
heritage became publicly known, which prevented them from sharing this
knowledge even with their children and grandchildren.
It is not only the local and familial memory and postmemories of 1915 and the
genocidal process that is gendered, but historical and other scholarship as well.
The same year Cynthia Enloe published her insightful analysis that
"nationalism has typically sprung from masculinized memory, masculinized
humiliation, and masculinized hope",47 a feminist Armenian scholar, Eliz
Sanasarian, problematized the gendered nature of research on the Armenian
genocide: "Despite a wealth of literature on the Armenian genocide, little
research has been done on women who made up the mass of the deportees. The
significance of gender differences in the genocidal process has been neither
empirically conceptualized nor systematically analyzed."48 According to
Sanasarian, Armenian women have not only been absent in genocide literature,
but also in post−genocide analyses of Armenian life.
Until recently, the scholarship on the Armenian genocide has typically treated
women as undifferentiated victims, as opposed to historical actors. In both
Turkish and Armenian, the term that is most frequently used for single women
without a husband or father, or other male relatives who act as their guardian is
sahipsiz/anter (both terms translate literally as "without an owner").49 Not
surprisingly, women are often discussed in the same sentence as "property"
and defined as "their women" or "our women" underscoring the construction of
women as commodity (under patriarchal ownership).
[Armenians settling in the Southern provinces under French
rule in 1919] began to take back property that had been
confiscated or seized, and to take the women who had been
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forcibly converted to Islam and reconvert them to
Christianity.50
[During the Lausanne peace talks:] The Turkey delegation was
uncompromising in its opposition to any article in the peace
agreement regarding the search for lost women and children or
the return of confiscated property.51
These two quotes from Taner Akçam's 2006 book highlight both the gendered
narratives in historical sources and the uncritical use of such narratives in
post−nationalist genocide scholarship. In this framework the nation is
masculinized, with "women and children" often falling under the same
category. This resonates with Cynthia Enloe's critique of militarized discourses
of national honour that place "womenandchildren" (as one entity) under the
custody of men.52 In both Armenian and Turkish scholarship,
"womenandchildren" are treated as passive beings in need of male protection
and guidance without which they become sahipsiz/anter, without an owner.
Moreover, this patriarchal framework defines women's bodies as "fields" to be
sown by men, and hence as vehicles of masculinized honour. Historian Vahé
Tachjian discusses the marginalization of women who were raped and those
who became prostitutes, in both the post−genocide Armenian nation−building
process and Armenian scholarship since.53 According to Tachjian:
The typical Armenian heroine is often considered to be the
woman who taught her child the Armenian alphabet in the
sands of the desert; or the woman who, weapon in hand,
defended Urfa against the executioner at the cost of her life; or
else the one who threw herself into the River Euphrates from a
high cliff so as not to fall into the hands of the Turks and be
raped.54
Instead, Tachjian proposes a framework where women are regarded as
historical actors who have used various forms of resistance in the face of a
"machine of destruction and eradication" to survive, including marriage,
prostitution and conversion to Islam.55
Arlene Avakian, who has been a pioneering feminist voice in the diaspora
Armenian memory literature, links this absence of women in historical and
historiographical literature to "the absence of a feminist voice in both
scholarship and community debate" in the Armenian−American context.
Avakian argues that this absence has been detrimental for both scholarship and
the Armenian community.56 According to her, researching Islamized Armenian
survivors in Turkey from a feminist perspective is crucial for the diaspora
Armenian community and scholarship as well:
They are also victims and survivors who ought to be honored,
and researching them from a feminist and ethnic perspective
can provide vital insights into how post−genocide efforts to
rebuild the nation and Armenian identity were gendered and
how those conceptions continue to shape both our ethnic and
gender identities.57
Concluding remarks
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Since 2004, the public in Turkey has been going through a period of
"discovery" regarding the fate of Armenians in general and Islamized
Armenians in particular. What makes the current moment particularly
noteworthy is that it follows nine decades of absolute public silence and that,
in the case of Islamized Armenians, it is the (post)memory literature that is
shaping the public debate and emerging scholarship. This article aimed to
show that a critical understanding of gendered silencing and unsilencing of
Islamized Armenians will not be possible unless we work at the intersections
of post−nationalist genocide studies and critical gender studies. As Angelika
Epple and Angelika Schaser suggest, "historiography has rarely been gendered.
It is high time for a change of perspective."58 In the case of Islamized
Armenians this change of perspective has the potential to unsettle some of the
founding blocks of contemporary politics and scholarly frameworks of
analysis.
The stories of Armenian converts who have spent their lives in Muslim
families or Muslim towns open up the Pandora's box of gender and national
identifications for both Turkish and Armenian nationalists as well as for
scholars of genocide. Who belongs to the nation? Who is an "Armenian" and
who is a "Turk"? Whose lineage matters? If genocide is defined as the
eradication of a racial, cultural, national group, then who qualifies as a
"survivor" in genocide? Are Islamized Armenian women, men, and children
"survivors" of the Armenian Genocide? Can we, responding to Vahé Tachjian's
call, consider their survival as an act of resistance?
This article has argued that the emerging memory literature on Islamized
Armenians in Turkey poses several difficult questions regarding the gendered
nature of the genocidal process, the gendered embodiment of
race/ethnicity/nation, gendered memories of the genocide, the presumed purity
or exclusivity of predominant understandings of the nation, the easy equation
between nation and religion as well as the prevalent conceptions of who
qualifies as a "survivor" of a genocide. A feminist lens, enriched by critical
race studies and post−nationalist genocide studies, is key to unravelling these
questions.
NOTE: This work derives from earlier work with Fethiye Çetin and Yektan
Türkyilmaz and has been developed in the context of the project "Gendered
Memories of War and Political Violence" with Andrea Petö, in the framework
of the CEU−Sabanci University Joint Academic Initiative. Versions of this
article have been presented at the Middle East Studies Association Annual
Meeting (2009), Hrant Dink Memorial Workshop (2009) and Gendered
Memories of War and Political Violence Conference (2012), as well as at
various universities in Europe and the USA. In addition to commentators
present in these instances, the author would like to thank Gabriele Jancke for
her very constructive comments and encouragement and the editors and two
anonymous reviewers of L'Homme for their helpful criticism.
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